The Prevalence of Multifurcations in Tree-space and Their Implications for Tree-search
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Abstract

Phylogenetic tree-search is a major aspect of many evolutionary studies. Several tree rearrangement algorithms are available for tree-search, but it is hard to draw general conclusions about their relative performance because many effects are data set specific and can be highly dependent on individual implementations (e.g., RAxML or phylML). Using only the structure of the rearrangements proposed by the Nearest Neighbor Interchange (NNI) algorithm, we show tree-search can prematurely terminate if it encounters multifurcating trees. We validate the relevance of this result by demonstrating that in real data the majority of possible bifurcating trees potentially encountered during tree-search are actually multifurcations, which suggests NNI would be expected to perform poorly. We also show that the star-decomposition algorithm is a special case of two other popular tree-search algorithms, subtree pruning and regrafting (SPR) and tree bisection and reconnection (TBR), which means that these two algorithms can efficiently escape when they encounter multifurcations. We caution against the use of the NNI algorithm and for most applications we recommend the use of more robust tree-search algorithms, such as SPR and TBR.
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Phylogenetic trees are critical to many evolutionary studies and maximum likelihood (ML) has proved a popular and effective method of inference (e.g., Felsenstein 2003; Delsuc et al. 2005). The importance of choosing a realistic substitution model has regularly been demonstrated and inadequate models have been shown to result in long-branch attraction artifacts (e.g., Lartillot et al. 2007). Less attention has been focused on the relative quality and efficiency of the rearrangement algorithms used to find the best tree in tree-space (the set of all possible trees). The computational heuristics used in tree-search can only ever provide a “best guess” at the globally optimal ML tree because the only way to reliably identify it is to examine all tree space, which is impractical even for moderate numbers of taxa (e.g., Whelan 2007). Assessing the performance of tree-search algorithms is difficult because it is confounded with their implementation and depends on their relative ability to move through tree space, which is data specific. In this study, we demonstrate that the structure of the popular Nearest Neighbor Interchange (NNI) algorithm means that it may get stuck when it encounters multifurcating trees. We examine a range of real data and show the majority of tree-space tends to consist of multifurcating trees, suggesting that NNI is expected to perform poorly. Note, we do not investigate the impact of our finding on Bayesian inference, whereby all branches are fully resolved and internal nodes have three branches leading from them. This assumption is reflected in tree-search programs, which internally use bifurcating trees. A problem arises during hill climbing when the focus tree contains multifurcations (polytomies), where some internal nodes have more than three branches leading from them. Programs represent these multifurcations as bifurcating trees with branches of (approximately) zero length, meaning many equally

i. Initialize algorithm with a “focus tree” and calculate its likelihood.
ii. Use an algorithm (e.g., NNI) to find the neighbors of the focus tree. (Each neighbor is one possible step on the hillside.)
iii. Calculate the ML score of neighbors.
iv. If the best-scoring neighbor has a higher score than the focus tree: make it the focus tree and go to ii. (An uphill step.) Otherwise: end. (We are at the top of the hill.)

The algorithm in (ii) defines the number of steps between trees, and therefore the topography of tree space and the efficacy of the algorithm. Ideally, algorithms should guarantee that tree space consists of a single hill and all steps upward lead to the summit (the globally optimal ML tree). Real methods tend to produce many hills and it is impossible to identify whether the current hill is higher than other hills without examining all tree space. Most tree-search programs use one or more of a family of tree rearrangement algorithms consisting of NNI, subtree pruning and regrafting (SPR), and tree bisection and reconnection (TBR), each more general than the previous (see Felsenstein 2003; Whelan 2008).

This family of algorithms assumes the focus tree is bifurcating, whereby all branches are fully resolved and internal nodes have three branches leading from them. This assumption is reflected in tree-search programs, which internally use bifurcating trees. A problem arises during hill climbing when the focus tree contains multifurcations (polytomies), where some internal nodes have more than three branches leading from them. Programs represent these multifurcations as bifurcating trees with branches of (approximately) zero length, meaning many equally
good bifurcating trees can describe a single multifurcating tree. In figure 1, we show the effect a degree 5 multifurcation can have on NNI, where 2/15 bifurcating representations of a multifurcation can get stuck and terminate prematurely during tree-search. This figure is illustrative and assumes only branches present in the resolved tree provide an improvement in likelihood. In real data, suboptimal branches may provide an improvement in likelihood. The arrows show example SPR moves, with all nonresolved bifurcating trees able to reach the optimal tree via intermediates that increases likelihood, either by one step (black arrow) or by two steps (gray arrow; equivalent of star decomposition).

Multifurcations are only a problem if they occur regularly in real data. We perform two investigations to ascertain how frequently problematic multifurcations occur during real examples of tree-search. (Full details are given in Supplementary Material online.) First, we take the 106 genes from eight yeast species from Rokas et al (2003), which have sufficiently few taxa to examine tree space exhaustively. For each gene and tree, we compute ML scores under the Jukes and Cantor (JC) and the general time reversible model with $I^*$-distributed rates across sites (GTR + $I^*$). To characterize tree space, we calculate: 1) the proportion of multifurcating trees (branch lengths of zero; tolerance of $10^{-3}$); 2) the proportion of potentially problematic trees for NNI (trees with two or more adjacent zero length branches); and 3) the proportion of different starting trees where NNI gets stuck at a multifurcation during tree-search. We find all genes have some trees with zero length branches and that 99% (100%) of genes have potentially problematic trees under JC (and GTR + $I^*$); although the total number of trees varies considerably between different genes and models (Supplementary Material online). When performing NNI hill climbing we find that JC rarely gets stuck, occurring in 1/106 genes and for only 0.5% of start trees. In contrast, NNI under GTR + $I^*$ gets stuck in 75/106 genes, with on average 4% of starting trees being affected (range 0–48%).

The yeast data represent what should be an easy tree-search problem, but serve to demonstrate that NNI can function ineffectively even in simple cases. To investigate the prevalence of multifurcations in larger data sets, we take five nucleotide sequence alignments and five amino
branches simultaneously (fig. 1; black arrows). The presence of SPR distances between two trees being equal to the exact resolution, with the upper bound of SPR moves reducing its degree by one, allowing SPR to iteratively re-solve the multifurcation (fig. 1; gray arrows). This move is represented by grouping together two leaves (subtrees). This occurs because SPR can always resolve a single internal branch by grouping together two leaves (subtrees). The resolved branch is removed from the multifurcation, demonstrating that SPR efficiently resolves all degree 5 multifurcations, such as SPR or TBR.

In contrast to NNI, the structure of SPR predicts that it should cope well with multifurcating trees. Figure 1 demonstrates that SPR efficiently resolves all degree 5 multifurcations. This occurs because SPR can always resolve a single internal branch by grouping together two leaves (subtrees). The resolved branch is removed from the multifurcation, reducing its degree by one, allowing SPR to iteratively resolve the multifurcation (fig. 1; gray arrows). This move is exactly that of star decomposition, with the upper bound of SPR distances between two trees being equal to the number of steps in the star-decomposition algorithm (Allen and Steel 2001, theorem 2.3). Frequently, SPR will do better than this upper-bound resolving multiple branches simultaneously (fig. 1; black arrows). The presence of this star-decomposition escape step, however, means that SPR will not get stuck at any degree of multifurcation during tree-search providing any individual pairing together of branches can provide an improvement in likelihood. It is not clear whether this requirement is ever violated in real data, but we expect it be much rarer than the problematic multifurcations for NNI. TBR is a generalization of SPR and will therefore also be able to efficiently escape multifurcations.

Our results show that the majority of tree space in typical phylogenetic studies consists of multifurcating trees, that these multifurcations can introduce irresolvable problems for NNI tree-search, and that NNI gets stuck at multifurcations even on simple eight taxa trees. We also show these problems tend to be more prevalent for more realistic substitution models. Based on our findings, we urge careful consideration of the algorithms used to perform tree-search. We caution against using NNI, unless for an individual data set there is evidence that tree space does not contain frequent problematic multifurcations, and recommend the use of algorithms that can successfully escape multifurcations, such as SPR or TBR.
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